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Aluminium Foam

I structure similar to trabecular bone

I material parameters known



Trabecular Bone

I biomechanical application

I uncertainty about material parameters



Basic Concept of Finite Elements

left image used with permission by Stucki AG, Wil (CH)
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Main Steps for a Finite Element Computation

1. obtain and preprocess image data

2. generate a suitable mesh

3. with basis functions on mesh, set up system of equations

4. solve system of equations

5. output result: visualization or other output

We’ll focus on 2 to 4 . . .
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Limitations of Classical Meshing

I criteria for a “good” mesh?

I automatically finding a good mesh is difficult,
in particular in 3D

I reproductability of manual & semiautomatic segmentation
and meshing is difficult

I mesh is not structured

I grid points and triangles must be stored explicitely

I refinement straightforward, but no obvious coarsening
procedure
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I simple basis functions
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I large
I sparse
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Solving Systems of Equations

Appropriate solver depends on size and structure of the system:

I direct solvers (Gaussian elimination):
OK for 100s of DOFs

I sparse solvers (conjugate gradient and others):
OK for 10,000s of DOFs

I sparse solvers respecting structure of problem:
OK for 100,000s of DOFs

I multigrid solvers: necessary for bigger problems
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Grey Images
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A Natural Grid for Grey Images
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Construction of CFE Grids

a grid consisting of squares



Construction of CFE Grids

squares cut in triangles



Construction of CFE Grids

object boundary recovered from image



Construction of CFE Grids

the “virtual grid” you don’t want to use
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Construction of CFE Grids

degrees of freedom with simple neighborhood relations



Composite Finite Elements: Advantages and
Disadvantages

I meshing is easy, mesh is given by image data

I structured grid

I hence structured sparse system of equations

I computing entries more difficult (b/c basis functions contain
complexity of structure)

I need more degrees of freedom

I multigrid methods can be used as solvers, hence computation
is more efficient
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Composite Finite Elements: History and Future

I main ideas by Stefan Sauter, University of Zurich

I implementation of technical tools and CFE for complicated
domains by Florian Liehr in his Diplom thesis

I new implementation for complicated domains and composite
materials / jumping coefficients (in preparation) by Tobias
Preusser, MeVis Bremen and Ole Schwen, INS Bonn

I validation by experiments (in progress) Uwe Wolfram (UFB)
and Ole Schwen (INS)
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A Small Structure: Undeformed Geometry
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A Complicated Structure: Undeformed Geometry
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Summary

Examples of Complicated Microstructures

The Finite Element Method

Composite Finite Elements

Some Results
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Validation

I segmentation: by determining the sample volume using
micro-gas-pycnometry

I macroscopic mechanical behaviour through comparing
macroscopic Young’s moduli

I at first, qualitatively comparing photographs of undeformed
and deformed specimens with deformed and undeformed
models

I comparing classical µFE – models with CFE – models
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